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ABSTRACT
Electro Encephalo Gram based Brain-Computer Interface mobile robots can help as powerful support for
severely disabled people in their regular activities, especially to aid them to move voluntarily. This paper
proposes and implements a brain signal controlled robot to yield four different directional movements. The
schemes uses a single electrode pair acquisition scheme, ARM controller based driving unit and robot
module. This paper uses three performance metrics to validate the effectiveness of the scheme. It also
exhibits good results in generating different navigational directions in accordance with the driving signal.
Keywords: Electro Encephalo Gram, Brain-Computer Interface, ARM controller, Robot
Brain Computer Interface (BCI).
A Brain
Computer Interface is a communication system that
1. INTRODUCTION
does not depend on the brain’s normal output
The replacement characteristic of robots is pathways of peripheral nerves and muscles. The
empowering physically challenged human beings to literature also uses following equivalent terms to
lead their life independently. The upward emerging refer BCI such as, Brain Machine Interface (BMI),
need for assistive robots is rooted in their ability to Brain Interface (BI) and direct brain interface
perform multiple activities associated with (DBI). The effectiveness in using electrical
physically challenged people. The main constraint impulses generated in the brain in response to the
associated with these robots is the inability of the presented stimulus to control objects in
challenged people to feed driving inputs. This environment will determine the efficiency of a BCI
limitation is mitigated by implementation of distinct system design. Localization of Specific feature in
systems driven by physiological signals [2]. The the user’s brain activity which relates his/her
physiological signals generated by humans intention to communicate and/or control with the
anguishing from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis external world, will enable to accomplish the same
(ALS), multiple sclerosis (MS) and paralysis. The [4]. The electrical activity of brain can be acquired
high degree of disability linked with these patients by BCI’s in two broad methods namely invasive
does not permit them to communicate with these and non-invasive. Non Invasive methodology is
assistive systems via conventional physiological based on the recordings of Electro Encephalo Graph
signals. This constraint constricts the efficiency of (EEG) from the surface of the head. It provides
self-sufficient robots to provide specified position solutions for paralyzed people for simple
displacement with accuracy. The impact of this communications with the outside world.
In
failure induces psychological discomfort and stress Invasive method electrodes are implanted intra
to the end users [3]. The development of unique cranially. This methodology provides neural signals
category of communication interfaces in addition to of the best quality and has a high potential for
the existing assistive systems will equip the patients further improvement. At the same time, it carries
to establish an effective communication with the risk associated with an invasive surgical procedure.
external world.
An EEG-based brain-controlled robot is a robot
Developments in assistive technology for that uses EEG-based BCIs to receive human
severely disabled patients, for the past two decades control. The nomenclature refers brain controlled
had provided an alternative communication channel robots as EEG-based brain-controlled robots. It can
between a user’s brain and the external world as, be classified in to two types as brain controller
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manipulators and mobile robots. Two main classes
of brain-controlled robots to assist disabilities are
brain-controlled manipulators and mobile robots
[1]. A typical brain controlled robot is shown in
Figure 1[5]. The brain controlled mobile robot
systems are expected to provide high degree of
smooth mobility and sensitivity to variations in the
driving signal. They should possess lower latency
classification time and high precision.

Figure 1: Typical Brain Controlled Robot

This paper implements a brain controlled robot
through the following modules, namely
i. Electro Encephala Gram (EEG) acquisition
unit
ii. Electrode Signal Processing Connectivity
Scheme
iii. EEG processing Algorithm
iv. Control Signal transfer from EEG processing
unit to robot module
v. Robot module
2. RELATED WORKS
The core theme of the brain-controlled mobile
robot is to endow choice based navigational control
capacity and safety of the robot to the user based on
their brain signals. An efficient brain signal
mapping technique implementation will serve the
aforementioned objective. The brain-controlled
robots are classified in to two broader categories,
1)robot intelligence techniques in sensing
surrounding situations, localization, path planning,
and obstacle/collision avoidances and 2) shared
control techniques, combining the BCI with the
intelligence of robots to share the control over the
robot [6], [7].
2.1 Brain-Controlled Mobile Robots
Based on operational modes brain-controlled
mobile robots can be classified “BCI direct control
robots” and “BCI shared control robots”. The
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direct control robots derive commands from EEG
signal translation by BCI’s
and the second
category of robots are manipulated by “shared
control scheme” contributed by joint venture
between BCI outputs and autonomous navigational
controller. A brain-controlled robotic wheelchair
was implemented to maneuver in left or right
directions. In realistic environments it exhibited an
effective EEG mapping scheme [5]. A motor
imagery based BCI was employed to implement a
brain-controlled robot [8] [9]. It has the ability to
navigate in left, right and forward directions. The
advantages of aforementioned robots are nonrequirement of supplementary robot control
structure, affordable cost and simplified
computational model.
They exhibit sizeable
amount of efficiency in response generation to
user’s instruction. The main limitation of these
assistive models is high degree of dependence on
non-invasive BCI to produce effective response.
The high latency time and low classification rate of
non-invasive BCI’s limits the effectiveness of these
robots. This enforces the user to apply frequent
motor control commands resulting user fatigue.
A BCI based on P300 potential was implemented
to drive a wheel chair with eight directions, stop
movements. The system was designed to adapt to
various users. The statistical knowledge of target
enables to use Bayesian approach based
classification [10]. A self-paced asynchronous BCI
driven by single bipolar EEG signal was proposed.
A virtual street environment possessed with
stopping points and linear classifier was suggested
and
the
scheme
uses
Event
Related
De synchronization (ERD) showed a performance
of 90%, single runs up to perfect maximum [11].
A small robot was wireless controlled by
steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP)
extraction
from
acquired
EEG
signal.
The methodology involves ensemble empirical
mode decomposition and EEG acquired from OZ
position. A matched filter demodulator and an
amplitude detector were engaged to identify
SSVEP related Intrinsic Oscillatory Functions
(IOF) [12].
2.2 BCI Shared Control Robots
The BCI shared Control Robots involves
dedicated processing schemes for BCI and robot
modules. The main characteristics of Shared
control robots are, ability to provide safe
maneuvering scheme, linear response to user’s
inputs, rugged robot module control scheme and
high degree user comfort [16] [17]. Based on
switching mode between a human and an intelligent
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controller the shared control methodologies can be
classified into explicit control and implicit control
[1]. One of the implicit approaches is designed with
long duration control time for user scheme; obstacle
identification based triggering of intelligent
controller scheme [20]. Using [20] approach a
system with intelligent controller scheme to
manage obstacles and corridor movements; Motor
imagery based BCI user control scheme [21].
An asynchronous and very low information
transfer rate BCI was used to generate control
signal equip wheelchair with path planning,
collision/obstacle avoidance, voluntary stopping
and reach nine destinations. The design was derived
from Support Vector Machine and Linear Classifier
for ERD [15]. A BCI user control scheme to
generate left and right turn movements, timer based
forward movements from motor imagery was
implemented [18] [19]. A P300 based BCI system
was implemented to select a preferred position from
a list of predefined location as a driving signal to
guide a wheelchair in a known environment. The
ability to terminate the movement is derived from
ERD signal or fast P300 signal [3]. A Self-reliant
system was developed by combining a P300 BCI
and navigation system. This system exhibited an
ability to drive a wheelchair in an unknown
environment [22]. [23] Proposed a Bayesian
network based brain-controlled robot consisting of
a navigation system capable of identifying the most
feasible solution and Error-related EEG signals
driven BCI based decision making system.
A Safe Wheelchair navigation mechanism was
implemented using Steady State Visual Evoked
Potential based BCI to traverse in four directions
[23].
3.

PROPOSED SCHEME

The proposed scheme narrates a methodology to
implement a robotic module driven by features
extracted from EEG are presented in the following
subsections.
3.1 Control Signal Generation Mechanism
3.1.1
Establishing
Communication
link
between Electrode pair and Computer
1. Port initialization and declaration
2. Variable
declaration
data_BLINK,
data_ALLOCATION
3. Define and set Communication parameters
TG_Connect() and TG_SetBaudrate
4. Define a variable TG_GetValue()
5. Loading electrode pair dynamic link library
with
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6.
7.

Define a variable connectionId1
Define Control Variable for stream log file
connection assessment
8. Define Control Variable for data log file
connection assessment
9. Define Control Variable to check connectivity
status of connection ID handle is connected to
serial port COM3 and compliance of parameter
benchmark values
10. If
i. Connection status is TRUE
ii. TG_EnableBlinkDetection is TRUE
Then
START EEG acquisition

3.1.2
Attention Lock Assessment Scheme
1. Set Port Connection, Baud rate
2. Initialize four control variable i, j, k, l to zero
3. Set two status variables Blink and Drive mode
to Zero
4. If
Data_ATTENTION is ENABLE
then
Increment ‘k’ by 1
Increment ‘i’ by 1
Calculate data_ATTENTION
5. Display(‘ATTENTION=’)
Display (data_ATTENTION (k))
6. Check data_ATTENTION(k)
3.1.3
Maneuvering Scheme
1. Set timer value to 20 Seconds
2. If
Data packet read was enabled
and
Eye blink Strength is TRUE
Then
Increment ‘j’ by 1
3. Calculate data_BLINK(j)
display ('BLINK = ');
display(data_BLINK (j));
4. If
data_BLINK (j) > 55
then
Increment Blink by 1
5. If
(Blink ==3)
Then
Enable drive_mode
Assign Blink=0
6. If Drive_mode and Blink is ENABLED
3.2 EEG signal Processing Scheme
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The feature extraction scheme is presented in
Fig.2.
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C

Initialize PINSEL0
Initialize PINSEL1
IF
ADC_VAL0>
600

Set PINSEL2 to enable
device driver

Initiate and Display Forward Movement

Set Controller and
Peripherals Clock rate

IF
ADC_VAL0<
300

Set Controller and
Peripherals Clock rate

Enable Universal
Asynchronous Receiver
Transmitter Operation

Initiate and Display Backward Movement

IF
ADC_VAL1>
600

Enable Display
functionality

Set PINSEL2 to enable
device driver

Initiate and Display Rotational Clock Movement

Initialize General Purpose
Input Output and Analog to
Digital Communication

IF
ADC_VAL0<
300

Read ADC_channel_0 and ADC_channel_1
and assign to ADC_VAL_0 and ADC_VAL_1

Initiate and Display Rotational
AntiClockBackward Movement
Figure 2: Feature Extraction Scheme

C
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IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 3: Physical Interconnect Layout of Hardware Implementation

Figure 4: LPC2148 Microcontroller Board
Figure 6: EEG Acquisition Electrode

The hardware implementations of the
comprehensive robot module are shown in Fig. 4,
Fig. 5. The block diagram of the holistic system is
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 7. The electrical activity of
the brain was captured using a single pair electrode
as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 5: Hardware Implementation of Proposed Scheme
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EEG ACQUISITION
BLUETOOTH MODULE

FEATURE EXTRACTION
MODULE
ZIGBEE MODULE

ROBOT MODULE
Figure 7: Proposed Scheme

5.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The metrics identified to evaluate braincontrolled mobile robot systems were task metrics
and ergonomic metrics. Task metrics refers to
accomplishment of specified tasks by the braincontrolled robots. The proposed scheme
accomplishes four movements in conventional
surface and exhibits a linear relationship with the
EEG signal input. The four movement directions
are forward, backward, right and left. This scheme
was validated against two matrices, Concentration
Time Ratio (CTR) and Mission Time Ratio (MTR)
yielding values 5 seconds and 8 seconds
respectively.
6.

CONCLUSION

The objective of brain-controlled mobile robots
implementation is to assist and incorporate mobility
to patients suffering from debilitating degenerative
muscular diseases.
This paper proposes and
implements a holistic methodology to acquire EEG
signal
with
simple
electrode,
hardware
implementation of robot, efficient EEG feature
extraction scheme to derive driving signal. The
proposed scheme maneuvering ability can be
improved to navigate in uneven and obstacle ridden
surfaces.
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